Frequency-domain electromagnetic sounding is becoming an increasingly useful deep-exploration tool with recent applications to crustal sounding and geothermal exploration (Tripp et al., 1978; Sternberg, 1979; Duncan et al., 1980~ Stark et al., 1980 . A major drawback of the method is that most field data are analyzed by computer after the data are returned to the laboratory; no intermediate parameters, such as apparent resistivity, are calculated to provide on-site information. The following example illustrates this problem. Figure 1 shows electromagnetic sounding data taken with the EM-60 frequency-domain system in central Nevada (Morrison et al., 1978; Stark et al., 1980) . The spectral plots in this figure give normalized vertical (Hz) and radial (HR) magnetic field amplitudes and phases at a distance of 720 m from the loop transmitter. Also shown are spectral plots of the ellipse polarization parameters, ellipticity, and tilt angle of the ellipse traced by the magnetic field vector. We have fitted these combined spectra to a layered model by least-squares inversion; the calculated curves for the models are also shown on the figure. Inspecting the spectral data alone gives very little direct information on the earth resistivity structure. Meaningful estimates of layer resistivities and thicknesses are usually impossible to make even for experienced interpreters. This leads to several difficulties: (1) the quality of incoming field data is often difficult to evaluate, which could lead to an attempt to analyze "smooth-looking" noise, (2) a field supervisor cannot alter his survey on the basis of incoming results, (3) the interpreter must initiate 
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,._ a model inversion program by trial and error, a process which could give misleading results if a poor first guess is used, and (4) the spectra are virtually meaningless to a nonspecialist, thus providing no basis for a geological understanding. These problems led us to seek an apparent resistivity transformation for EM data similar to those used with de resistivity and magnetotelluric data.
The concept of obtaining apparent resistivity from EM sounding data has been examined in the literature. Keller (1971) derives "early time" and "late time" resistivity approximations from asymptotic behavior of time-domain data. Sternberg (1979) calculates apparent resistivity from frequency-domain EM sounding data using an iterative formulation. This method is accurate and stable but requires a computer or extensive hand calculations, and it is not well suited to field applications. Dey and Ward (1970) briefly discuss how to determine apparent conductivity from horizontal dipole EM sounding data by matching observed data to half-space field curves. Their discussion involves determining the layer conductivities from low-frequency and high-frequency asymptotic approximations and finding the top layer thickness by using twolayer master curves. The method that we introduce determines apparent resistivity from EM field data that is sufficiently simple for in-field application and useful on partial field curves.
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
Compared to those used in magnetotellurics and de resisitivity, the equations describing the electric and magnetic fields due to an oscillating dipole source over a half-space are very complicated (Ryu et al., 1970) . Although these cannot be solved analytically, we can use the theoretical fields over a half-space to obtain apparent resistivity for horizontal-loop induction sounding data. Ryu et al. (1970) show that the field equations can be written as a function of a dimensionless "induction number," [ 1 ] where w is the angular frequency, ~ is the magnetic permeability, R is the transmitter-receiver separation, and p is the half-space resistivity. A sample plot of radial magnetic field over a 10-ohm-m half-space is given in Figure 2 . If similar plots for all normally measured field quantities are generated, then this set of generalized field curves can be used to estimate apparent resistivity for each individually measured quantity.
To obtain an apparent resistivity estimate from an observed field value, it is first necessary to match the observed field value to its corresponding point on the appropriate generalized field curve. Then.the corresponding induction number can be read off the graph and the apparent resistivity can be obtained by solving equation [1] for p:
Since R and w are known experimental parameters, ~ for most field situations is the constant ~0 = 4TI x 10-7 MKS, and B is read from the generalized curve, pA, and can be readily calculated. For example, suppose we wish to know 10.0 . By applying this scheme to field measurements at a wide range of frequencies, apparent resistivity spectra can be readily calculated from field data.
The process is easily adaptable to field situations. A set of generalized field curves and a small programmable calculator are all that is necessary to quickly calculate apparent resistivities from incoming field data. The generalized curves can also be digitized, and linear or logarithmic interpolation
can provide more precise matching of field data. Table 1 displays digitized field curves for six field quantities for this purpose.
An example of computed apparent resistivity spectra of some theoretical layered-model data illustrates some of the advantages and disadvantages in= herent with this scheme. Figure 3 is an apparent resistivity spectral plot calculated from the theoretical data corresponding to the two-layer model section shown in the figure. The plots clearly reflect the general character of the two-layer model where higher-frequency segments show sensitivity to the upper layer and lower frequencies are more sensitive to the bottom layer. There is, however, some scatter, and some of the calculated values give unreasonable estimates for apparent resistivity. The unreasonable estimates normally come from flat portions of the field curves, since for these points a unique induction number cannot be found from the generalized curve. In Figure 1 , for example, vertical magnetic field amplitudes could not be used for frequencies less than 0.5 Hz, and radial phase data are unusable below 1 Hz. If points from these portions of the curves are rejected, a smoother, more reasonable spectrum results (Figure 4 ). Recording a complete spectrum of orthogonal field components guarantees that no gaps will exist on apparent resistivity spectral curves.
It is not unusual for field data to exceed the range of values on the half-space curves. For example, ellipticities for some layered-model sections may exceed -0.50, which is outside the range of half-space calculations (Table 1) . When this occurs, the section of the curve exceeding the half-space curve, as well as the data adjacent to this section, should be deleted before apparent resistivity calculations are made. Normally, the affected region is only a small portion of one of the field curves; apparent resistivities calculated from the remainder of the field curves seem to be unaffected.
THEORETICAL EXAMPLES AND INTERPRETATION
Examples of apparent resistivity spectra for a three-layer model with a conductive middle layer are given in Figure 5 . These spectra are from the same model with transmitter-receiver separations of 1, 2, and 10 km. The predominant effect of increasing separation is greater sensitivity to the bottom-layer resistivity and lesser sensitivity to the top-layer resistivity; in general, however, the three curves show a remarkable degree of similarity, especially for the higher frequency segments. A possible reason for the similarity is that the observed fields for these separations and frequencies may approximate a plane wave field. Hoversten et al. (1981) show that twodimensional plots of observed magnetic fields from a dipolar source appear to converge to plane wave conditions as the separation and/or source frequency is increased. Thus the electromagnetic induction apparent resistivity curve may be equivalent to the magnetotelluric apparent resistivity curve under these conditions. In Figure 6 the magnetotelluric apparent resistivity curve corresponding to the three-layer model is plotted with the EM apparent resistivity spectra at a 5-km separation. The curves match fairly closely, suggesting that standard techniques for interpreting magnetotelluric data may be successful in interpreting EM apparent resistivity spectra. To test this assertion we have interpreted the apparent resistivity curves ( Figure 5 ) with the Bostick continuous inversion algorithm {Bostick, 1977). This particular algorithm was selected because it is amenable to a small hand calculator and useful on partial field curves; it is therefore suitable for in-field application. Figure 7 shows the results of the Bostick inversion of the two EM apparent resistivity curves. The agreement of the inverted data to the three-layer model is good for both separations, although the 10-km separation curve provides a superior fit to the bottom-layer resistivity, and the 2-km separation curve fits the top-layer parameters better. To illustrate the application of this scheme to field data, we calculated apparent resistivity spectra from the field data shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 8 the calculated apparent resistivities from this EM data are shown. This plot is more typical of field apparent resistivity data, the spectrum is not complete, and there is sufficient scatter to make quantitative interpretation somewhat ambiguous; nevertheless, a Bostick inversion was performed on the mean curve through the calculated points (Figure 8 ). The results of this inversion are shown in Figure 9 , along with the model obtained by direct leastsquares inversion. The Bostick interpretation of the apparent resistivity data shows good agreement with the layered-model inversion, although there is some scatter to the fit.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a simple method for calculating apparent resistivity from frequency-domain electromagnetic sounding data. The method is sufficiently simple for in-field use, provides valuable feedback of data quality, and gives qualitative evaluation of incoming results. The apparent resistivity spectra may be interpreted with existing magnetotelluric software, but since curves do not closely approximate plane wave conditions for all frequencies this procedure should be used with caution.
The scheme may be easily applied to frequency-domain configurations other than the loop-loop setup shown here, and the application of the method to timedomain electromagnetic sounding should simply involve a Fourier transform of the appropriate generalized curves.
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